The authors wish to note, "The colony formation assay for SNU-1 upon enoxacin treatment in Fig. 1B is incorrect because of inadvertent duplication with the SNU-638 sample during the preparation of the figure. We have now replaced it with the correct assay. The data for RKO.shTRBP in Fig. 3C were erroneously graphed because the mean fold change was derived from an incorrect Fig. S5A where the formula used for quantitative RT-PCR analysis was ΔctAssay/ΔctControl rather than the correct formula 2-(ΔctAssay-ΔctControl). The data for RKO.shTRBP in Fig.  S5A and CRC56 and CRC43 in Fig. S9B were erroneously graphed because of the same error with the formula. The corrected figures and their legends appear below. The figures in the supplemental information have also been corrected. These errors do not affect the conclusions of the article. We sincerely regret these mistakes. The error bars on the graphs used throughout the article indicate standard deviation (SD)."
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